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Abstract — Belt conveyors are widely used in various
transport systems. The major cost for their operation consists,
most often, of the means for rollers maintenance especially
when belt conveyors are in the dusty explosive environment,
for example, in mining industry. To prevent or reduce
probability of fires, it is necessary to prevent jamming of
rollers. For this purpose the ultimate resistance of conveyor
rollers at which their rotation stops, depending on the degree
of filling of the belt cross-section area with cargo, locations of
an idler in a support and condition of the contact surfaces of a
roller with a belt has been defined. The adhesion coefficient of
a roller with the conveyer belt has been defined experimentally
on the full-size conveyor 1L80 at the laboratory of Kuzbass
State Technical University applying specially manufactured
device, furthermore the status of the contact surfaces of a belt
and rollers has been altering by wetting. The analytical
researches have been conducted on the basis of the theory of
elasticity and laws of mechanics.
Keywords —belt conveyor, rollers, rotation resistance,
adhesion coefficient

I. INTRODUCTION
Operation of belt conveyers at minining eterprises is
characterized by severe conditions due to impact of uneven
dynamic loads, considerable dust content of the air, and quite
often high humidity and aggression of the environment [1].
These factors make considerable negative impact on
durability of the idlers, to be exact - their bearing units.
Therefore servicing cost of a roller flight remain an essential
part of the operating cost.
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belt conveyor it is required to upgrade rollers, as well as to
run periodic diagnostics of them to detect and eliminate all
defected and failed idlers[6].
The most perspective method of preventive maintenance
for a roller flight is maintenance according to the actual
technical condition based on experimental data obtained
based on functional diagnostics [7,8]. As a criterion of roller
defect it is offered to take some resistance reference value of
rotation determined based on condition of achievement of the
smallest operating expenses. It is required to estimate current
resistance of rollers in regard to the ultimate rotating
resistance, and the decision on their replacement should be
made based on the condition of excess of the actual
resistance over reference value. Such approach, in the first
place allows preventing beforehand jamming of rollers,
secondly to manage energy consumption of engines, and to
thirdly to increase reliability of basic elements of the
conveyor.
Figure 1 presents the phenomenon of unstable rotation of
the rollers which were operated on development belt
conveyor, where relatively low loadings are customary. The
bearings of the roller #1 are not destroyed and its axis is
given to rotation with some effort. Throughout wear of the
middle part of the shell allows to understand that on the
conveyor the roller was in the steady jammed state, however
increase in load on the roller could lead to renewal of its
movement about what not damaged bearings testify to. On
the roller #2 there are two distinct sides of wear which were
formed due to the unstable rotation and numerous stops.

By the results of testing of rollers in dust cameras [2] and
estimation of their working capacity under industrial
conditions it was determined that process of their
degradation is followed by the gradual growth of resistance
to rotation [3,4]. It is connected with the fretting wear of
rolling bearings, and also with gradual pollution of plastic
lubricant in them. As a result, the general resistance to
movement of a belt increases, the probability of its gap gets
greater, energy consumption of traction engines and load on
driving blocks of the conveyor increases.
When a roller achieves its ultimate rotating resistance it
stops, shell starts to grind off quickly by moving belt that
leads to formation of sharp edges what later can become a
reason of belt serious damages. There are well known cases
when defective rollers became the cause of fire [5].
Therefore, in order to increase reliability of operation of the
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where ζ is the weight share on a roller out of total load; Gl, ,
Ggr is the belt weight and cargo fright on one idle, Н:



Fig. 1. Rollers wear characteristic at jamming

Therefore at maintenance of roller flight it is necessary to
make adjustment of the reference rotating resistance taking
into account the ultimate resistance when roller passes into
the mode of unstable rotation. Especially it should be
considered for the conveyors working at low belt loading and
also for those rollers which are exposed to low external
loadings. Rollers of empty conveyor and side rollers of
operating conveyor are the subject of the above said [9].
II. THEORETICAL BASICS
It is known, during operating time of a conveyor the belt
being the traction and cargo bearing body, moves along a
roller flight and, interacting with idlers, bringing them into
rotation. The driving force Fm, transferred to one roller is
equal to the sum of the forces of resistance to the movement
of this roller (Fig. 2) Fm = Uwd + Uwr where Uwd is the
resistance caused by cave-in of a roller into belt, Н; Uwr is the
resistance in bearing units of a roller.
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where Ml is the mass of square meter of conveyor belt, kg/m2;
В is the width of a belt, m; lpq is the idler spacing of the
operating belt flight, m; g - acceleration of free fall, m/sec2;
t2
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where Q(t) is the weight of cargo on a section of the moving
conveyor belt; t2- t1 the time of the belt movement between
two idlers. Let's accept an assumption that the quantity of
cargo (cross-section area of cargo) which is on a belt is
invariable in time, then
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where F is the cross-section area of cargo on a belt, m2; ε is
the coefficient of filling of cross-sectional area of a belt with
freight (ε = 1 at 100% loading); γ is the bulk density of the
loosened transported cargo, kg/m3.
It is known that a middle roller of an operating conveyor
flight is the most loaded. Thereat the engineering
calculations show that the value ζ for the middle roller is
accepted as of 0.7 [9]. However, as a result of pilot studies
[10,11], it was recognized that the value of loading share of
the upper flight of the conveyor changes in time and depends
on degree of filling of cross-section of a belt conveyer. Thus,
under full load of conveyor (ε = 1) the middle roller takes
about 45% of the total load on itself. Thereat, with reduction
of the belt conveyer load to ε = 0.5, the load on the middle
roller increases up to 60%, and in case of further decrease in
quantity of cargo on a belt (ε = 0.1) the load between rollers
is distributed almost evenly (the middle roller takes 30% out
of the total load).

Fig. 2. Interaction of the moving belt of conveyor with idler

Thereat maximum value Fm is limited by force of
adhesion Fcz of belt with a roller, i.e. Fm ≤ Pѱ, where P is the
load on a roller from belt weight and transported cargo, Н; ѱ
is the adhesion coefficient of a belt with a roller. During
operation the resistance of a roller increases, and when it
reaches some critical value Uwrk, the sum of resistances to
movement of a roller begins to exceed hauling capacity on
adhesion that leads to the termination of its rotation and a
roller failure Uwd + Uwdk ≥ Pѱ hence

Let's make one more assumption that at the full load of
the conveyor the cross-section area of cargo on the belt F,
when a three-roller support is applied, consists of a trapeze
and triangle, then:



F

b2
{[cos  (1  cos )] 2 (tg  tg)   2 tg}
4


where b is the operating width of the conveyer belt, b=0,8B;
β is the tilt angle of side rollers, degree; Θ = lp/b; lp is the
length of a roller, m; φ - angle of the natural levee of the
U

P



U
wdk
wd


 transported material, degree.
Substituting values in the expressions (3), (4), (5) in
The load on rollers of a cargo flight of conveyor can be
equation (2), finally there will be:
presented as
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where K = {[cosβ + Θ (1 – cosβ)]2 (tgφ+tgβ) – Θ2tgβ}.

 

To determine resistance to rotation of a roller in
compliance with the expression, it is necessary to have
adhesion coefficient ѱ of a roller surface with a moving belt.
It was experimentally figured out on the full-size belt
conveyer 1L80 at the laboratory of Kuzbass State Technical
To determine resistance on idler due to cave-in the
University. For this purpose 900-mm roller was installed on
following expression should be expedient [12]:
a working flight of the conveyor to the edge of which a shoe
brake (Fig. 3) was pressed by set of levers to the specially
prepared surface that allowed changing resistance to rotation
8 [(ql  q g ) g l рq ]3 (1   2 )
of the roller. By means of a load trolley the roller under
U wd  
experiment was exposed to the true load from the transported
RBE


 cargo P [13]. The initial stop moment of rotation of the roller
was defined after a start of the conveyor by regulating of the
force on the brake mechanism.
where ξ is the coefficient, for the uploaded belt ξ = 0.17, for
the empty belt ξ = 0.32; ql, qg is the linear weight to the cargo
a)
and belt accordingly, kg/m: ql =B Ml, qg=Qn /v, where v is the
belt velocity, m/sec; μ is the Poisson ratio, for materials
made of resin μ ≈ 0.475; R is the radius of the roller, mm; E
is the module of elasticity of the lower facing, E≈5-5.5 MPa;
Qn - estimated nominal productivity of the belt conveyor,
kg/sec, Qn=Vγ, where V is the load capacity of the conveyer,
m3/sec: V=ε F v.
Then the load applied on the roller of a two-roller support
of empty flight of conveyor, if there is no cross movement of
the belt, it is possible to present as Ppor=0.5 Ml Blppg, where
lpp is the roller spacing of empty belt conveyer flight.

Linear loading form the cargo weight, considering
expressions Qn and V, is possible to write down as follows:
qg= ε K γ (0.8B)2/4.
Then the dependence for determination of resistance
from cave-in of a roller into a belt will be as

U wd  
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Thereat we assume that resistance Uwd remains invariable
throughout the service life of a roller and depends only on
design data of the conveyor and load rate. As the expression
(8) is suggested to define resistance on one idler, with the
aforesaid assumption, to figure out resistance Uwd on one
roller it is necessary to enter the coefficient ζ into the formula
considering the load rate on the roller from total linear
weight of the belt and cargo.
Substituting values of the expressions (6) and (8) in the
equation (1) and considering the aforesaid, the final formula
for determination of the critical resistance to rotation will
have as follows:
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Fig. 3. Brake Mechanism for Modeling of Resistance Change to Rotation
of a Roller: a) general view: 1 – conveyor roller; 2 – shoe brake; 3 – lever;
4 – support; 5 – an eye-bar for replaceable cargo; b) flowsheet of forces

In this case we have the equation Fcz=Uwd+ Uwr+Fmp.ck or
P ѱ= Uwd+ Uwr+ R f, where Fmp.ck is the between-shoe-androller sliding friction force, Н; R is the pressing force of shoe
to roller, Н; f is the between-shoe-and-roller friction
coefficient, the value of which for the given friction contact
was defined by experiment (f = 0.42).
Thus, expressing the friction coefficient ѱ we will get:





R f U wr  U wd

P
Р




where P- the load on roller created by belt mass, trolley and
cargo on it.
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The force value R was calculated from the following
formula in accordance with the flowsheet of forces (Fig. 3 b):

increase in ten times, and their untimely replacement can
lead to essential increase in power consumption for
transportation and decrease in reliability of units of a
conveyor. Running maintenance of belt conveyor flight
L1
L2
based on data of the actual technical condition, and so
R L1  G ( L1  L2 )  Q  Q ( L1  )
2
2


 applying methods of nondestructive control, and knowing the
value of critical rotating resistance, it is possible to predict
rational time for replacement of defective rollers.
Taking into account the said hereinabove, the expression
(10) will be as follows:
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The obtained results showed that the resistance to
rotation of conveyor idlers during operating time can
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